


Good morning, principal, Good morning, principal, Good morning, principal, Good morning, principal, 

teachers and students. teachers and students. teachers and students. teachers and students. 



Welcome to the English Welcome to the English Welcome to the English Welcome to the English 

Learning Program.Learning Program.Learning Program.Learning Program.



IIII’’’’m Nathaniel from 5A.m Nathaniel from 5A.m Nathaniel from 5A.m Nathaniel from 5A.

IIII’’’’m Natalie from 3C.m Natalie from 3C.m Natalie from 3C.m Natalie from 3C.



Today, we would like to Today, we would like to Today, we would like to Today, we would like to 

introduce a few phrasal verbs introduce a few phrasal verbs introduce a few phrasal verbs introduce a few phrasal verbs 



that use with that use with that use with that use with 

the preposition the preposition the preposition the preposition ““““upupupup”””” to you.to you.to you.to you.

upupupup



When we deal with the phrasal When we deal with the phrasal When we deal with the phrasal When we deal with the phrasal 
verbs with verbs with verbs with verbs with ““““upupupup””””, we talk about , we talk about , we talk about , we talk about 
something being finished, or something being finished, or something being finished, or something being finished, or 

completed.completed.completed.completed.



For F.1 For F.1 –– F.3 students, please F.3 students, please 
take out your English take out your English 

PassportsPassports and and turn to P.8turn to P.8
NOWNOW..



You can write down the date You can write down the date 
now and then pay attention now and then pay attention 

to our to our programmeprogramme..



You can just write down 1 to You can just write down 1 to 
2 phrasal verbs and the 2 phrasal verbs and the 
example sentences. example sentences. 





The first one is The first one is The first one is The first one is 

““““eat upeat upeat upeat up””””. . . . 

eat up eat up eat up eat up 



It means to eat all the food It means to eat all the food It means to eat all the food It means to eat all the food 

that you have been given. that you have been given. that you have been given. that you have been given. 

eat up eat up eat up eat up 



Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:

He is going to eat up this He is going to eat up this He is going to eat up this He is going to eat up this 

whole sandwich. whole sandwich. whole sandwich. whole sandwich. 

eat up eat up eat up eat up 



Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:

He is going to eat up this He is going to eat up this He is going to eat up this He is going to eat up this 

whole sandwich. whole sandwich. whole sandwich. whole sandwich. 

eat up eat up eat up eat up 



LetLetLetLet’’’’s look at the second one, s look at the second one, s look at the second one, s look at the second one, 

““““drink updrink updrink updrink up””””. . . . 

drink updrink updrink updrink up



It means to drink all of It means to drink all of It means to drink all of It means to drink all of 

something. something. something. something. 

drink updrink updrink updrink up



Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:

They drank up (all) the orange They drank up (all) the orange They drank up (all) the orange They drank up (all) the orange 

juice.juice.juice.juice.

drink updrink updrink updrink up



Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:

They drank up (all) the orange They drank up (all) the orange They drank up (all) the orange They drank up (all) the orange 

juice.juice.juice.juice.

drink updrink updrink updrink up



LetLetLetLet’’’’s look at the last one, s look at the last one, s look at the last one, s look at the last one, 

““““settle upsettle upsettle upsettle up””””. . . . 

settle upsettle upsettle upsettle up



It means to pay someone the It means to pay someone the It means to pay someone the It means to pay someone the 

money that you owe them. money that you owe them. money that you owe them. money that you owe them. 

settle upsettle upsettle upsettle up



Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:

I owe you some money for the I owe you some money for the I owe you some money for the I owe you some money for the 

drinks. Wedrinks. Wedrinks. Wedrinks. We’’’’ll settle up after ll settle up after ll settle up after ll settle up after 

lunch. lunch. lunch. lunch. 

settle upsettle upsettle upsettle up



Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:

I owe you some money for the I owe you some money for the I owe you some money for the I owe you some money for the 

drinks. Wedrinks. Wedrinks. Wedrinks. We’’’’ll settle up after ll settle up after ll settle up after ll settle up after 

lunch. lunch. lunch. lunch. 

settle upsettle upsettle upsettle up



LetLetLetLet’’’’s do a quick review of s do a quick review of s do a quick review of s do a quick review of 

the 3 phrasal verbs we the 3 phrasal verbs we the 3 phrasal verbs we the 3 phrasal verbs we 

have just learnt.have just learnt.have just learnt.have just learnt.



DonDonDonDon’’’’t ______ ______ all my t ______ ______ all my t ______ ______ all my t ______ ______ all my 

water. Iwater. Iwater. Iwater. I’’’’m thirsty too!m thirsty too!m thirsty too!m thirsty too!



DonDonDonDon’’’’t t t t drinkdrinkdrinkdrink upupupup all my all my all my all my 

water. Iwater. Iwater. Iwater. I’’’’m thirsty too!m thirsty too!m thirsty too!m thirsty too!



Ken ______ ______ Ken ______ ______ Ken ______ ______ Ken ______ ______ 

with the waiter.with the waiter.with the waiter.with the waiter.



Ken Ken Ken Ken settledsettledsettledsettled up up up up 

with the waiter.with the waiter.with the waiter.with the waiter.



______ ______ the dinner ______ ______ the dinner ______ ______ the dinner ______ ______ the dinner 

while it is still warm.while it is still warm.while it is still warm.while it is still warm.



EatEatEatEat upupupup the dinnerthe dinnerthe dinnerthe dinner

while it is still warm.while it is still warm.while it is still warm.while it is still warm.



Whenever you have doubts Whenever you have doubts Whenever you have doubts Whenever you have doubts 

about phrasal verbs, about phrasal verbs, about phrasal verbs, about phrasal verbs, 



always consult a always consult a always consult a always consult a 

dictionary and make an dictionary and make an dictionary and make an dictionary and make an 



effort to remember the effort to remember the effort to remember the effort to remember the 

different meanings ofdifferent meanings ofdifferent meanings ofdifferent meanings of



the phrasal verbs you the phrasal verbs you the phrasal verbs you the phrasal verbs you 

come across.come across.come across.come across.





ThatThatThatThat’’’’s the end of our s the end of our s the end of our s the end of our 

program. program. program. program. 



See you all next time!See you all next time!See you all next time!See you all next time!


